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Abstract 
Let M be a complete connected oriented Riemannian manifold of dimension  ~> 3; let X be 
a symmetrizable ergodic diffusion on M; let 5e be an oriented compact submanifold of M, of 
codimension 2;let X t be the linking number between ~e and X [0, t]; then t -1~ converges in
law towards aCauchy variable, whose parameter is calculated; this result is extended mainly to 
the stochastic bridge, to the finite marginals of the processes (X,,, t- 1JV',,), and to the integral 
along X[0, t] of o2 ~ HI(M\~)/HI(M). 
Key words: Ergodic diffusion; Riemannian manifold; Winding numbers; Stochastic line 
integrals; asymptotic law 
1. Introduction 
Since Spitzer's (1958) work many studies have been devoted to the asymptotic 
(Cauchy) distributions of normalized stochastic winding numbers, firstly around 
points in R 2 (Spitzer, 1958; Lyons and McKean, 1984; LeGall and Yor, 1986; Pitman 
and Yor, 1989 and Others), in R 3 (Le Gall and Yor, 1990), in a manifold or around 
a compact manifold (Franchi, 1991, 1994, 1995; Franchi and Le Jan, 1994). Manabe 
(1979) also studies the case of a manifold, but for the regular (giving a central imit 
theorem) windings. 
We are interested here in the general case of a symmetrizable ergodic diffusion on 
a manifold M and its winding X~ about a (2-dimensional) compact submanifold 5¢. 
Orientations on M and 5¢ are required for defining the winding. By ergodicity t-  1 is 
the correct normalization of Jfft. 
The two-dimensional case is a little peculiar, and was essentially treated in (Franchi, 
1991); so we focus on the case d imM >/3. 
The present work completes, generalizes and partly simplifies Franchi (1994). 
In dimension 2 (Franchi, 1991) an important ool was the use of conformal polar 
local coordinates (Log r, ~p). In dimension 3(Franchi, 1994) Log r was replaced by the 
electric potential V of £,e, but ~0 was replaced by a quantity which was not quite the 
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cylindrical local angle. In Franchi and Le Jan (1996) we introduced the magnetic 
field generated by ~ as a replacement for ¢. The circulation of this field com- 
putes the winding. In three dimensions, this is just Ampere's law (see Feynman, 
1966). 
On a compact manifold M, the magnetic field must be replaced by a harmonic 
1-form, calculated in de Rham (1960) assuming that ~ is a boundary. This 1-form is 
analogous to the circulation of the magnetic field, and its stochastic ntegral sVt ° along 
X [0, t] gives the exact winding number about Sa. 
The method then needs approximations of the electric and magnetic 1-forms, and 
consequently of sV °. 
Next the fact that only the principal part of the magnetic form is asymptotically 
non-vanishing leads us to consider the stochastic ntegral sVt of this principal part. 
The method then reduces to a precise study of excursions in a little tubular 
condenser around LP, as in Franchi (1991, 1994). 
The parameter ofthe limiting Cauchy law is obtained by calculating the capacity of 
this condenser, as in (Franchi and Le Jan, 1996) but in a somehow different manner. 
The main theorem gives the limit law of the normalized winding number t- 1~.  
We conclude with some corollaries of this theorem. Mainly we prove the corres- 
ponding theorems for the stochastic loops (that are more natural for linking numbers), 
for the first eigenvalue of a perturbed operator of Schr6dinger type (according to an 
idea ofY. Le Jan), for the finite marginals of the joint process (Xrt, t -  I sVn), and for the 
stochastic ntegrals of a large class of forms belonging to H 1 (M\~) /H I (M) .  
2. Main notations and results 
Let M be a complete connected oriented n-dimensional Riemannian manifold of 
class C 3, with n ~> 3. 
Let p denote its geodesic metric, A its Laplace--Beltrami operator, and m its 
Riemannian volume measure. 
Let F be a real C 3 function on M, such that #(dx):= exp( -2F(x ) )m(dx)  defines 
a probability measure on M. 
Set L = A/2 - (VF). V, where V denotes the gradient operator on C 1 functions on 
M and the dot denotes the scalar product of vector fields. 
Let X be a diffusion on M with generator L, defined on the probability space 
(f2 = C°(R+, M), .~, P). 
Recall that X represents he general nondegenerate, symmetrizable, positive recur- 
rent diffusion on M, and that/~ is its invariant probability measure (see Ikeda and 
Watanabe, 1981, Section V.4). 
Let ~ be an oriented compact submanifold ofM, of class C 2 and dimension  - 2. 
Assume that the law of Xo does not charge LF. So ~a is polar for X. 
Denote by 2 the volume measure of ~ and by r(x) the geodesic distance p(Ze, x) 
from .LP to x ~ M. 
Let ~ denote the winding of X [0, t] about .Y (see Definitions 3and 4 below). Our 
main theorem (see Section 8 below) reads: 
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Theorem 1. The law of t-~Jfft converges, as t ~ oo, to Cauchy's law of parameter 
f := S~e - 2v d2/2. 
Next denote by LP~ .... ,Sex the distinct connected components of Lf, 
Ej = S~j e- 2v d2/2, and ./~{ the winding of X [O, t] about ~j .  
Denote also by Ptx. ~ the law of the stochastic bridge on M with endpoints 
x e M\L~ v, duration t, and generator L. Under P~.x the Jff{'s are almost surely integer 
linking numbers, and we deduce from Theorem 1 that their joint law is asymptotically 
that of independent Cauchy variables: 
Corollary 2. For all reals c~ .... , cK ,  we have 
l im~- '~.~(exp( i t -~  c j J l / " ) )=exp( -  ~ Icj lEj).  
t~o~ j= l  j= l  
t Next consider a 1-form co such that ~ = S0 co(X). According to an idea of Y. Le 
Jan, we have the following operator version of Theorem 1: 
Corollary 3. For c real, let L ~ be the Schr6dinger-type operator (acting on L 2 (o~ c, ~): 
L ~ = -L - i c (co ,  V) + c 21cOI2/2. I f  20 denote its first eigenvalue, then 
liming 2~o/Icl = E. 
We then prove that the finite dimensional marginal aws of the joint process 
(X,t, t- 1 JV,,)~/> 0also converge: 
Corollary 5. Let q E ~*  and O < rl < ... < rq < OO. As t ~ go the vector 
(X,,t, ... , Xr,,, t -  1 jtrr,t, ... , t -  a Y , , t )  converges in law to IL ®q ® (cgr,, .... cgr, ), where 
c~ is a Cauchy process of parameter ~. 
Lastly, if co is a 1-form in Ae c closed near ~ such that 6o9 and co(VF) are in L 1 (#), we 
get (in Section 9): 
Theorem 2. Under P or P~,x, the finite dimensional marginal laws of the process 
u -o t -  1 So t co(X) converge as t ~ go towards those of the Cauchy process with para- 
meter E~'= ll~(co)ldj, where ~j is the residue about .LPj. 
3. Stochastic fine integrals on Lf c 
Let co be a C 2 1-form on L~ ac, and let Sto co(X) denote its Stratonovitch stochastic line 
integral along X[0, t], as defined in (Ikeda and Manabe, 1979) and in (Ikeda and 
Watanabe, 1981, Section VI.6). So we have 
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where Z is the O(M) horizontally lifted diffusion above X, (o3kll ~< k ~< n) is the 
scalarization of co, (wkl 1 ~< k ~< n) is the Brownian stochastic development ofZ, and 
6 is the divergence operator, adjoint of the exterior derivative d. (See Ikeda and 
Manabe, 1979; Ikeda and Watanabe, 1981, Section VI.6). 
t Denote by M~' the martingale part ~o ~k(Zs)dW~ of ~t o co(X). Recall that we may 
take co in A1(5¢ c) because A¢ is X-polar. 
Lemma 1. (a) I f  co(VF) and 6co are in L 1 (kt), then t-1 ( ~t ° co(X) - M'fl) converges a.s. 
to 0 as t --, oo; (b) /f I col ~ L2 (P), then t -  1M[O converges in L 2 to 0 as t ~ oo; (C) /f co is 
t exact, then t - ~ ~o co(X) converges in probability to 0 as t ~ oo. 
t Proof. (a) The ergodic theorem ensures the almost sure convergence of t-  1 (~o co(X) 
- M~ °) to -~(6co/2 + co(VF))dp, and 2~co(VF)d/~ = --~co(V(e-2F))dm = 
-~6coe-2Vdm = -~ 6cod/z. 
t (b) t llt-lM~'ll~ = t -~ ~o IcoI2(S') ds converges to ~ Ico[2 d~. 
(c) ~t o df (X)  =f(X,)  - f (Xo) ,  and f being finite on £~,c: lim ,~ P ( I f (So) l  > rtt) = 0. 
Moreover, for each x ~ Ae c, we have exP~ = hxl~ for some bounded function h~, and 
thus for q > 0 we have a.s.: 
oo O. eXoetl{Ifl>nt) = hxol~Pt-1 l{Ifl>qt} ~ [[hx01l #([f l  > r/t)t-~' 
Finally by dominated convergence 
P( l f (Xt)[  >rlO = fexoet  l{pfl > r/t} dP 
3 
,0. [] 
4. Electrostatics on M 
Let pt(x, y )= Pt(Y, x) be the heat kernel on M, associated with (L,/z), and let 
go (x, y) := ~o (Pt (x, y) - 1)dt be the corresponding Green kernel. Fix an Xo belonging 
to L, ec := MkA a and not charged by Xo, and set Gy(x):= 2 -1 (go(x, y) - go(x, Xo))e - 2F(r) 
and P't (X, y):= Pt (x, y) e- 2F(y) 
Definition 1. V(x) = ~e Gy(x) 2(d(y) e ~ is the electrostatic potential of 
Aao := ~w {Xo } at x e M, and E = -dV  is the electrostatic action (or electric field 
circulation) 1-form on LP~ := M\~o.  
Remark l. LV=O in A°o, and so a.s. for every t>~0: V(Xt )= V(Xo) -  
t ~o Ek(Zs)dW~, with the notations of Section 3. 
We need to approximate V and E, near A¢. For this we need some more notations. 
Fix an e ~ (0, r(xo)) satisfying: e is strictly less than the injectivity radius of some 
compact neighbourhood of ~e, and for each x belonging to the tubular neighbour- 
hood Aa, := {r ~< e}, there exists a unique Y = Y(x) belonging to A '~ such that 
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r(x) = p(x, ~). Note that the compactness and the C 2 regularity of 50 ensure the 
existence of e,. 
For x, y in 50s such that p(x, y) <~ ~, let ~k(x, y) denote the unit vector in TxM 
defined by y=exp~(p(x ,y )O(x ,y ) ) .  Let us remark, using the approximated 
Pythagorean theorem in normal coordinates, that Vp(. ,y)  =-~, ( . ,y )  and 
Vr(x )  = - ~ , (x ,  ,z). 
For the same x, y, let r~,y denote the parallel transport from T~M to TrM,  with 
respect o the Riemannian connection of M. 
Lastly, we denote by v, the volume of ~"-  ~, the unit sphere of the Euclidean space 
R", and we write f=  (9(9) when f /g  is bounded near 5 °, for g > 0 and f defined 
near 50. 
Lemma 2. 2nV + Log r is bounded in 50~ \50, and E = (2n) 1 d(log r) + C (log(r-I)). 
Proof 
(i) Set for c > 0: go(x, y) = S~ (pt(x, y) - 1)dt, and c' = (2c) 1/2. We consider only 
the (x, y) E 50~ such that p(x, y) <~ E. The Minakshisundaram and Pleijel eigenfunction 
expansion of p,(x, y) shows that gc(x, y) and Vg¢(x, y) are bounded. We then use It6 
(1953) and Yosida (1953) to get for small t's: 
p',(x, y) = (2nt) -"/2 exp( -p2(x ,  y)/2t)(Uo(X, y) + ~c(t)), (2) 
with Uo regular on M 2 and Uo = 1 on the diagonal. 
Note that the function F does not appear at this level of approximation, but only in 
the following terms of the parametrix. We then get 
e -2Fty )  go(X, y) = C(1) + f l  (2nt)-"/: e-P~/z' (Uo + t6'(1))dt 
f; = (9(1) + n ./2p2 ~s.--3e "~(Uo + pas-2C(1))ds C' 
(f; ;c ) = g-n/2uOp2-n s,,-3e-S2ds _ s n 3e-S2ds
(;; ) + p4-.(~ s"-Se-S~ds + 6)(1) 
c' 
= 2((n -- 2)v.) -1 pZ-" (1 + C(p)), 
and in the same vein 
V(e-2V~r)go(X, y)) = C(1) + f l  (2nt)-"/2 e PZ/2t 
x(Vuo + tC(1) - pt - luoVp - C(p)Vp)dt  
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= 2((n -- 2)v.)-lp2-"Vuo + (9(p 3-") 
-pVp  f l  (2nt)-"/2 e-p~/2t ( -~ + (9(1) + (9(p/t))dt 
f/ = (9(p2-.)  _ pVp ~-"/2p2-"s"-ae-s~ (2s2p -2 + p -  1s2(9(1) + (9(1))ds C' 
f/ = (9(p2-.) _2rt-./zpl-,,Vp s . - le -~ds ¢' 
( f ; )  + (9 p2-,, (s.-X + ps,,-3)e-S2ds 
¢' 
= (9(p2-.) _2~-./2pX-,,Vp(~,,/Z/v ~ + (9(p)) + (9(p2-~) 
= v(2( (n  - 2 )v . ) - 'p  2-") + (9(p2- . ) .  
So far we have near 
Gr(x) = ((n - 2)v.) -1 p2-"(x, y) + (9(p3-.)  (3) 
VG,(x) = -vilpl-"(x, y)Vp(x, y) + (9(p~-"). (4) 
(ii) Set B(x) = {y ~ m[p(Y, y) ~< e} and 5¢(x) = 2"nB(x), for each x in ~.  We see 
that (i) implies 
f Gy(x)2(dy) + C ((n - 2)v . ) - lp2 - " (x ,  y) 2(dy) V(x) 
\~(x) d.~(~) 
Set u=u(x ,y )=p(2 ,  y) and a=o(x ,y )=( r  2+u2)  1/2, where r=r (x ) .  Since 
p = a.(1 + (9(u2)), we have for x in ~ 
V(x)=(9(1)+((n-Z)v")-~f~(x) a2-"'~(dY)+(9(f.~ ,(.) (0"3-n "~ U2O "1 ")2(dy)) 
= ((n -- 2)Vn) -1 F ( r2 + w2)(2-n)/2 J(w)dw 
dr .~(x) 
+(9(fr.~(x)(r ~+w2)(3-")/2J(w)d w) 
where TY'(x) = (exp,)-  a (~¢(x)) and we used the change of variable y = exp;w, with 
Jacobian J. Next 
f r  (r2 + wZ)'2-")/2 J(w)dw = fR l{l~l<"~} (rZ + w2)'2-"'/2 (l + (9(w))dw 
.~(x) .- 2 
v ._z  + 0C2) (2-n)/2 (1 + (9(~))Ctn-3 d0~ 
= v.-2 log(r -1) + (9(1), 
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and also 
f (.~/r 
ra°(x) (r 2 + w2)~3-"~/2dw = V._Er Jo (1 + c~2) (3-~/2 cc"-3 dc~ = 0(1). 
Hence 
V(x) = ((n - 2)v.) -1 v.-2 log(r-  1 (x)) + (9(1) = (2tO -1 log(r-  1 (x)) + (9(1). 
(iii) Considering the geodesic triangle (y, '2, x), we see that 
pt~(y, X) = rZ2,y(l~('2, x)) + uO(y, ,2) + (9(u 2) 
= r~,y°~x,~(-qJ(x, '2)) + u~,(y, )Z) + (9(u 2) 
= (rz~,r(Vr) + uO(y, '2)) (1 + (9(u)), 
or 
pVp = (rVr + uzr,x(O(y , '2)))(1 + (9(u)) = (rVr + uVu)(1 + (9(u)). 
This and (i) allow to write in a way similar to (ii): 
-VV(x)=v21;~(~) pVp)p-"2(dy)+(9(f~,~) p2-" 2 (dy)) + (9 (1) 
= v21rVr f~  p-"2(dy) 
(x) 
At- Vnl f&o (uVu + (9(I,/2 ~- ur))p-"2(dy) + (9(logr) 
(xl 
= v. 1 rVr fT (r2 -[- W2)-n/2 J(W)dw 
~(x) 
+ (2v")- 1 fT V(w2)(r2 + wZ)-"/2J(w)dw 
~(x) 
+ (9(fT'(x) (r2-}-W2) n/2(rw +w2)dw) +(9(lOgr) 
= v. -1 V._zrVr (1 + c~2) -"/2 ~ ' -3 r -2  (1 + C(er))de + 0 + (9(logr) 
+ fr (r2 + w2)-"/2 (9(rw + w2)dw 
~(x) 
= (2nr(x))-lVr(x) + (9(log(r-l(x))). [] 
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5. Magnetostatics and windings about A ° 
We suppose in this section that M is compact and that 5¢ = ~ffo is a boundary (of 
a compact  oriented submanifold ff~ of M, of codimension 1), or that M = E". 
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We fix one C a path 7 in L,e ~. We use de Rham (1960), and more precisely Sections 
27, 28, 31 and 33 of de Rham (1960). From de Rham (1960, Section 33, Eq. (7)), the 
Kronecker index of ~ and 7, hence the linking (or winding) number between ~ and 
7 when 7 is closed, is given by 
~(5¢, 7):= ix (H~(x) + H(x)), (5) 
~y 
where 
H j (x ) :=fy~6r* rg(x ,y  ) and H(x):= :z~_~*~h(x,z), 
g(x, y) being the Green double form of M and h(x, y) being the metric kernel of the 
harmonic projector, H (see de Rham, Section 31). Recall also that • is the star 
operator (see de Rham, Section 24), 6 is the codifferential (see de Rham, Section 25), 
and that the index y or z specifies on which variable they act. 
Remark 2. By Section 31 of de Rham (1960) H(x) is a bounded harmonic 1-form on 
M, and therefore null if M = R ". Thus if 7 is a small circle around 5e we have 
+ 1 = ~(5  °, 7) = ~x~H_~(x). Moreover H~(x) is a harmonic 1-form in 5¢ c. 
Indeed, if7 is a boundary ~3~ in 5e c, then the Kronecker index offf and 5( is null and 
X(  5°, 7) = 0. This shows that H~ is closed in 5e c by Stokes formula. On the other 
hand, by de Rham (1960, Section 33, Eq. 5)), we have 
6H (x)=6xf    ~y*,fxg(x,y)=6z~fy~ ~y*rg(x,y)=0, 
where ~ is the operator of multiplication by ( -1 )  t"-k)t"+ ~) on AkM (see de Rham, 
1960, Section 11). 
H~ is the magnetostatic a tion (or magnetic field circulation) 1-form generated by 
a uniform current in ~.  
We now use the orientations of5 ° and M to fix a regular field Uo of unit vectors and 
a regular unit 1-form U in 5a,, defined by 
Definition 2. For any x in L:~ 
(a) if (/)1 . . . .  , / )n -2 )  is a direct orthonormal basis (d.o.n.b.) of T~,  then 
(vl, ..., v,- 2, zx, x(Uo(x)), rx,~(Vr(x))) is a d.o.n.b, of T~M; 
(b) U (x) = glj(x)(Uo (x)) idx j in local coordinates, i.e. U is the 1-form associated to 
the vector field Uo; we extend U in a C 2 way to the whole M. 
We now approximate H~ with the help of U: 
Lemma 3. H~e(x) = (2nr(x))-1 U(X) -~- fl(x), where fl is a bounded 1-form with integr- 
able divergence. 
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Proof. (i) According to de Rham (1960, Sections 28 and 31) we have 
9(x, y) = co(x, y) + C(p 4-") = ({n - 2)v,)- 1 pZ-,(x, y) c~(x, y) + (9(p4-"), and we re- 
mark that de Rham's proof also shows that 
a~ (o - co) = (9(p 3 "). 
Choosing local coordinates (x ~, y J) that are adapted to the diagonal (this means their 
domain is D x D, and x i and y~ are the same system on D, see de Rham (1960, Section 
27)), and using that dim 7 = 1, we get 
9 (x, y) = ((n - 2) v.)- 1 p 2 - .(x,  y) g~j(x) dx ~ dyJ(1 + C (p)), 
and on 7 x 2 '  
6, *,#(x, y) = ((n - 2)v,)- 1 g~j(x) dx i 6, *, (p2 -"(1 + (9 (p)) dy j) 
= - ((n - 2)v,)- 1 g~j(x)dx' *rdr(p z "(x, y)(1 + C(p))dy j) 
=v ,  lg i j (x)dx ip l - " (x , , ) ( ,  +(9(p) )* , (~yk(X ,y )dy  k Ady j )  
= v ; lp l - " (x ,  y)(1 + (9(p))(g(y))l/2 
x S" t?p. (g#gkk _ gjkgjk)(y)( _ 1)i + k ayjk gij (X) dx i, j,~ ay k 
dyl/x ... /x dy j-1 ^ dy j+l/x ... A dy k-1 Ady k+l A ... Ady" 
ayJ~:= 0 i f j=k  
-dy  kj i f j>k .  
where 
i f j<k ,  
(iii) Choose the coordinates yk to  be normal in B(x) (defined in part (ii) of the proof 
of Lemma 2). By regularity of the metric 
gij(x, y) = 6ij + (9(p) and t?p ay k (x, y) = - (O(y ,  X))k + C(p). 
Whence, using again the remark made in (iii) of the proof of Lemma 2, and a defined in 
(ii) of this same proof, we get 
v,H~(x) = C(1) + ~ ~ (1 + (9(p))p 1 -"(x, y)( - 1) j+k 
j,k J y e Lf(x) 
× (qJ (y, x))~ aykJg~(x) dx i 
= (9(1) + ~ f v ( l+(9(tr))a-"(- -1) J+k(rzx,r(Vr)+u~(y,x))k 
j,k e-CP(x) 
x ay~g,i(x) dxi. 
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We may choose the normal coordinates yk such that 
spans T ;~ °, and thus such that 
Then 
v.H~(x) = (9(1) + ~" a-"  ((rzx,y(Vr) + u$(y, x))2 yu(x) 
dy £e (x) 
-(rzx, r(Vr) + u~(y, x))lgi2 (x))(1 + (9(a))aylgdxi 
= (9(1)+ ( f~)a - " (1  +(9(6))aYl2)((Zx, y,(Vr))zgil(x) 
- -  (Zx , ; (Vr ) ) l  9i2 (x) r dx i 
since for i ~ {1, 2} ($(y, ~))i = 0 and 
(vx.v(Vr))i = (-f;,y o Tx,;(Vr) + (9(ru))i = (-fx,~(Vr))i (1 + (9(ru)). 
Then using the change of variable y = exp~ w,  we  now have 
f.~ a-"(l+(9(tr))cly12=fT (r2+w2) -n/2 
(x) -~(x) 
x(1 + (9((r 2 + w2)1/2)) (1 + (9(w))dw 12 
= ~" l{[wl ~< e} ( r2 + W2)-n/2 dw 
dR n-2 
= Vn- 2 (n -- 2) -1 r -2 + (9(r -1) 
= vn(2xr2(x) )  -1  + (9(r - l ) .  
Moreover 
(('Cx,~ (Vr))2 Oil (x) -- ('Cx,.~ (Vr))  1 Oi2 (X))dx i = (Vr)2 dx I -(Vr) l  dx 2 + (9 (r) 
= U(x)  + (9(r), 
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whence H~e(x) = (2nr(x))-lU(x) + (9(1). Lastly we have from Remark 2 
6fl(x) = --(2n)- 1 ¢~(r(x)- 1U(X)) = (2n)- 1 t~((V(log r))l dx 2 - (V (10g r))2 dx 1) 
= (V(logr))l - ~-7x1(V(logr))2) g-1/2 + (9(r-1) 
=C(r-1)~Ll(bt ). [] 
Remark 3. It is possible to define cylindrical coordinates (y, r, tp) in the tubular 
neighbourhood ~ of ~ ,  where y ~ ~ and ~0 is an angle about Xa (see Franchi, 1994; 
Lemmas 2 and 3 show that 
2nV(x) ~ - logr(x),  2hE(x) ,~ d(logr(x)), and 2nile(x) ~ dip(x). 
This explains more intuitively that the line integral of H~ calculates the windings 
about ~;  this also explains (together with the harmonicity of V and Hz) the efficiency 
of replacing the conformal polar local coordinates (log r, ~o) of dimension 2 (see 
Franchi, 1991) by (V, H~). This last idea already was in Franchi and Le Jan (1996). 
! t Definition 3. Set ./fro = ~o (H.~ + H)(X) and -/fit = ~o ((2nr)-I U)(X), for all t >~ 0, 
with the notation introduced in Section 3. 
Remark 4. Almost surely jffo is an integer if Xt = Xo, the exact linking number 
between Xv and X[0, t]. Remark 2 and Lemmas l(a) and (b) show that t -1 ~t oH(X) 
converges to 0 in probability. Lemma 3 and Lemmas l(a) and (b) show that 
t- ~ (jffo _ Nt) converges to 0 in probability. 
6. Further approximation of the windings 
We return to the general case. We are no longer assuming that M is compact and 
L~ is a boundary or that M = ~". 
The windings about L~ may then be defined only modulo the integral of a form 
living in Hi(M). Remark 4 shows that, normalized by t-1, the asymptotic contribu- 
tion of such an integral is 0 (it would contribute only for a central limit theorem, with 
normalization t -  1/2). 
Remark 4 and Lemma 3 allow us to consider the ~t  of Definition 3 as asymp- 
totically giving the winding of X about ~.  
Definition 4. (a) Jfft = ~t o ((2nr)-lU)(X) as in Definition 3, where U is given in 
Definition 2 and is taken to be null outside some compact neighbourhood of L~ v. 
(b) Let U' be the regular form of unit covectors determined in Z~v by the condition 
that for any d.o.n.b. (vl . . . . .  v,-2) of T*~,  (vl,..., vn_2,zx,~(U'(x)),zx,~E(x))) is 
a d.o.n.b, of T*M. 
(c) Set H'd(x) = [E(x)[ U'(x), at each x in ,~a \ ,~v. 
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Lemma 4. H'~ - (2nr)- l U = (9(log(r-X)). 
Proof. By Lemma 2 E = (2nr)- 1 dr + (9 (log r), I EI : (2nr)- ~ + (9 (log r), 
(El U) = (9 (Log r), and (El dr) = (2nr)- ~ + (9 (Log r), (I) denoting the inner product of 
T*  M. Writing U = ~' U' + • dr, we see that ~ = (9 (r log r) and ~' = ___ 1 + (9 (r log r). 
The choice of orientation made in Definitions 2 and 4 prescribes ~' = 1 + (9(r Log r), 
whence U' = U + (9(rLogr) and 2nH'~ = (r -1 + (9(Logr))(U + (9(rLogr)) = 
r - lU+(9(Logr ) .  [] 
This lemma shows that we may replace (2nr)- 1 U by a form directly linked to E. We 
now need to consider the excursions near £f, as in (Franchi, 1991, 1994; Franchi and 
Le Jan, 1996). 
Definition 5. Fix R' > R > 0 and S = {V = R}, S' = {V = R'}, with R large enough 
so that S =Av~; set then z~=in f{t~>0JXt~S '} ,  and for all k~* :  
(k ---- inf{t > TkJXteS } and Tk+l  : inf{t > (k{Xt~St}. 
ft ^ ~ dMns ~ converges to 0 in probability as t ~ oo. Lemma 5. t - l J f f t  - t -1Y"ks~* J~ , 
(Mns ~ being as in Section 3 the martingale part of ~o H) (X) ) .  
Proof. Denote by ~Ar~ the martingale part of .Art. Lemma l(a) shows that 
t -  1 (~V't - ~AFt) converges a.s. to 0, since 6 (r-  1 U) ~ L 1 (kt) and r -  1 e L 1 (/~). Moreover  
t -1 jV., t^ ~, also converges a.s. towards 0, and by Lemma 4: 
t -1  dV"t -- t -~ JV; ^~, - ~ dMH~ 
k~N* Ark 
which converges to 0 by the ergodic theorem. [] 
7. Study of the excursions 
Definition 6. Set for k ~ N* and t ~ ~+: 7k = sup{t < ~klXt ~ S'}, 
~t  = ~, l{,,<t}, and tpk = (H~)k(Z~)dW~ = M~'~ - M~'~. 
keN* k 
We first examine the law of the ~pk's. 
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Lemma 6. The q~k'S are independent Cauchy variables of parameter R' - R. 
Proof. Assume for a while that X0 e S', and set D, := ~to[E[Z(Xs)ds. Since D, is the 
increasing process of both Mtn~ and M~, and since E and H~ are orthogonal in 
5¢=\5 a, there exist two independent real Brownian motions (starting from 0) W and 
W' such that on {0 ~< t ~< (1): 
Mff'.~ = W'(D,) and M E, = W (D,). 
Moreover, V(X , ) -V (Xo)= --MEt by Remark 1. Hence 
~Pl = W'(D~,) = W'(D(inf{tl V(Xo) -W(D,)  < R})) = W'(inf{ul W, > R' -- R}). 
Lastly, for all reals c l , . . . ,  Cq, we deduce from the preceding 
E ( k~= l exp(ick ~Ok) ) = ~ ( ( qk~ll exp(ick~Ok) ) IZxrq (exp(icqqgl ) )
=I: (I~=lleXp(ick~Pk))exp(IcqI(R--R')) 
=exp( (R- -R ' )  k=l~ ]Ck] ) by induct iononq.  [] 
We must now number the excursions: 
Lemma 7. t- l ~ct converges a.s. as t ~ ~ to 0 := (2(R' - R)) -1 ~e-2 fd ,~.  
Proof. ~¢t being a (non-adapted) additive functional of X, it is sufficient o apply the 
ergodic theorem, and to verify that lfu(dl ) = 0. 
For this, let us define for any borelian A in M and a >/0: 
v(A)= E.(f  1A(X=)ds¢=), GSla(x)= E=(ff=e-a'la(X=)ds), 
where Ts is the hitting time of S, and s 9,(x,y)itsdensity: GSlA(X) ~A S = 9, (X, y) # (dyL 
Az+ma et al. (1967, p. 171) shows that v is proportional to the capacitary measure 
lq s, of Az6ma et al. (1969, p. 295), and, since ~(~¢~) = ~(1) = v(M), Az6ma et al. 
(1969, Section 2.1, p. 298) shows that v = [ is .  Then we have from Az6ma et al. (1969, 
Section 3.0, p. 311) 
IZr(Ts, < Ts) f s = 90(x,Y) v(dx). (6) 
Let us denote next G~(x, y) = ~o e-°tP~(X, y)dt = ~o e "t(pt(x, y) - 1)dt + a-  1 and 
pS la(x) -- E~(e -~T= 1A(XT=)), for a > 0. 
Noticing with Az6ma et al. (1969, p. 304) that if x # y then 
9s (x, y) = G~ (x, y) -- pS G, (x, y), 
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we get 
gS(x, y) = foe-"'(p,(x, y) - l)dt -~:X ( fo  e-""+ r~)(p,(Xr~, y) - l)dt 
+ Ex(a-1(1 - e-aTe)). 
Letting a go to 0, we obtain for x ¢ y and y ¢ S: 
gS(x, y) = go(x, y) -pS  go(x, y) + ~-x(Ts). 
Thus taking x in S' and y in .~, we get (Gy being as in Section 4): 
(aS(x, y) -aS(x, Xo))e -zF(') = 2(G,(x) -Y-~(Gy(Xrs))). 
Integrating this against 2(dy), we find 
f .  gSo(X, y)e - 2F(y) 2 (dy) - f .~  e - 2F(y) 2(dy)gS(x, Xo) 
= 2V(x) -2~-x(V(Xr~)) = 2(R' - R) 
which by integrating against v(dx) and using (6) gives 
f~ Py(Ts, < Ts)e  -2r(y) 2 (dy) -  f e -2v(" 2(dy)Pxo(Ts, < Ts) 
= 2(R' - R)v(M), 
whence E~(~¢1) = v(M) = (2(R' - R)) -1 ~ e-2r(Y)2(dy) = 0. [] 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
8. Limit law of windings 
We need a stability property for the contributions of the excursions, allowing us to 
replace ~¢, by its equivalent Ot: 
Lemma 8. Set [Ot] = Max {k e N I k ~< Ot}. As t ~ oo, ,o) 
t -~ ~ q~-  ~ q~k 
k=l  k=l  
converges to 0 in probability. 
Proof. Set for ~ e(0, 1): u~ = [(1 - e)Ot], v~ = [(1 + cOOt], ~2~ = {u~ < ~¢, < v~}, and 
let C be a right continuous Cauchy process with parameter R ' - -R .  We have, 
following Lemma 6, for each t />  0 
P 2 ¢#k -- 2 > r/t - -P((f27) c) ~< P sup IC~:-- C~l > ~t 
k=l  k=l  \u~<p<v~ 
=P {ICp#l > tl} <<.P(inf{s>OltCsl>tl}<<.(vT-uD/t) 
, P(inf{s > 0l IC, I > ,1} ~< 2~0) ,0. 
t~: )  ~ ,0  
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Since the same is clearly true also with lot] instead of ~¢,, and since we know from 
Lemma 7 that limr-.o~ P(O~) = 1, we actually got 
(~"  E°'l q~ k ) limlim_supP ~ q~k -- ~ > tit = O. 
• ~0 t oo k= 1 k= 1 
The proof is now complete, since ~¢t and [Ot] do not depend upon ~. [] 
We can now complete the proof of the main theorem: 
Theorem 1. The law of t ~ JVt converges as t ~ oo to Cauchy's law of parameter 
( := ~ e- zv d2/2. 
Remark 5. If X is Brownian, then F is constant, e zv is the (finite) volume of M, and 
( = volume of ~e divided by 2 × volume of M. 
Proof. By Lemma 6, for any real c 
( ( " ) )  E exp ict-I ~ ~ok -=exp( - I c l [Ot ] (R ' -R ) / t )  , exp( - I c l f ) ,  
k= 1 t - *m 
whence from Lemma 8 the same convergence holds in law for t- 1 Z~= 1 ~0k. Moreover 
IF exp ict -1 ~ dM -exp  ict-1 ~ ~Ok 
k6~*  A'Ck / k= l  
<~ 2P(V(Xt )  > R) ~ 2/~({V > R}). 
Thus Lemma 5 shows that 
lim lim supl l:(exp(ict-ljVt)) -exp(  - I c l~) l  ~< 2~(~e) = 0, 
R~ot3 1~ot3 
and this is sufficient since JVt does not depend upon R. [] 
Corollary 1. Let 5f ~ . . . . .  ~Lf K be the distinct connected components of 5a, 
( j=~ee-ZVd2/2 ,  and Jff{ the windin9 of X[-0, t] about ~ j ;  then as t -~ 
t l(JV~ ....  , j f f r )  converyes in law towards ((1JV 1, ..., ( r JV r ) ,  where the JffJ's are 
independent Cauchy variables with parameter 1. 
Proof. Indeed, the proof of Theorem 1 shows that t- 1 (~A/'~ .. . . .  Jffff) asymptotically 
1tC1 C r behaves as t -  ~ to,t1 . . . . .  t0~q), where 0j = ( J (R '  - R), and, where, from Lemma 6, 
the CJ's are chosen independent (and such that C~ = Y q= 1 (P~). [] 
Let us keep the notations of Corollay l, and for x fixed in £,e ~, let us denote by 
P~,~ the law of the stochastic bridge on M with endpoints x and duration t, and with 
generator L. 
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Recall that, at least when M is compact and cp is a boundary or when M = ~", we 
may replace dff[ by the integer JV "°' ~ (see Section 5) which is exactly the linking 
number between ~.q~J and the loop X[0, t], P~.x - a.s. 
The following result, where the diffusion path is replaced by the diffusion loop, may 
then appear more natural; it shows that the asymptotic behaviour is the same in both 
cases. 
Corollary 2. For all reals ca .... , Ck, we have 
lirn ~_tx, (exp( i t - l j~=l  c j J~) )= exp (--j=~l ]cjl~j). 
Proof. Let us write it for Wt only, since it is not more difficult than in the proof of 
Corollary 1 to generalize to the yff['s. Fix a ~ (0, 1). We use the fundamental solution 
of the heat equation Pt(X, y) (see Section 4) to pass from P~ to P~,~. Set 
a~ = E~.x(exp(ict-ljV'~t) and b" = exp(-]c[t~a). 
We have 
a~ = (pt(x, x))- 1 [Fx(exp(ict- l yV,t)p(1 -~)t(X,t, x)), (10) 
and by time reversal 
]a~ - a~'[ = [~z~,~(exp(ict- 1 (yVt - JV(I_~)t) ) -exp( ic t  1~) ) ]  
IF'x,x (ll -- exp (iet- 1 ~(1 -~)t)1) 
= (pt(x, x)) -1 Ex( ] 1 - exp(iet-l~Af(a_~),)lp~e(X(1-~)t, x ) 
<~ (p,(x, x))-  ~ (~:~(11 - exp (ict- i yV~l -,),)1) + 2Fx(lp~(X(~ _,),, x) - 1 ])). 
Moreover 
[at - b~l <<. (p, (x, x)) - 1 (I ~Zx (exp Oct - 1 JV~,,)) 
--pt(x, x)b ~1 + Ex(]p(a-~)t(X~. x ) -  1])). 
Now 
2 p, (x ,x ) -1  = IIP,/z(x,.)- llIL2(~)= ~ e Z"l ~Uk(x)l 2, 
k~>l 
where (2k, kUk) is the spectral resolution of --L. Whence by dominated convergence 
limt-~o~pt(x, x) = 1. Thus, using Theorem 1, we have 
lim sup la~ - b l l  - -  [1 - exp(--Icl(1 - ~)#)[ - [b" - bl[ 
t~oo 
<.l im+sup(2flP~,(y,x)- l lp(,_~,,(x,y)~t(dy) 
+ [Ip,l-,,,(y, x) - 1 Ip=t(x, y) /t(dy)) 
3 
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~< 3 lim~. ,-~oosup .(Ip~(x' y) - 11p,(x, y)/~ (dy) 
<.31 imsup( f lp~(x ,y ) - l l2g(dy) ) l /2 ( f (p t (x ,y ) )2~(dy) ) l /2  
= 3 lim sup ]P2s(X, x) - II 1/2 (p2t(x, X) 1/2 = 0. 
s, t--* oo 
We conclude by letting c~ go to 1. [] 
4. Related results 
According to an idea of Y. Le Jan, we give a first eigenvalue version of our theorem: 
Corollary 3. For c real, let L ~ be the SchrOdinger-type operator (acting on L2(~( 'c,/2)): 
U=-L -  ic ( (2rtr)-l U, V ) + c2/(87~2r2). I f  ,~c 0 denotes its first eigenvalue, then 
lim~-,o 2~/Icl = d. 
Proof. Set P~f (x )= ~-x(f(Xt)exp(ic~fft)). We classically have: U is positive, and 
limt-~o t -~(P~f - f )  = -LCf  Moreover U is an analytic perturbation of L ° = -L .  
Denoting by {(2~,, (p~,)lk e t~} the spectral resolution of L c, we have for Icl < e0: 
~c c c 
AO < '~1 ~ /~2 ~ "" ,  and  
I((P~/t, 1)12 exp(-2~#t)= ~p~/tld# = ~,(exp(ict- 1jfft)), 
k~>0 
and also 
I(q~,/', 1)12 exp(--2~k#t) ~< 1 --I((p~/', 1)12. 
k~>l  
Now Kato (1976, Theorem 2.6, p. 445) ensures that j / t  o ,~o = q~o + (~(c/t )  = 1 + (~( t -~) .  
Thus Theorem 1 shows 
exp -2~o/tt) = (9(t -1) + HZu(exp(ict-l.Art)) , exp(-IclW). [] 
t~oo 
There is no difficulty in adapting the proof of Franchi (1995) to the present setting. 
We get 
Corollary 4. For any deterministic increasing function f, from ~+ into ~*: 
lim supt~  (tf(t))-  1 .Art = 0 or oo according as ~o (tf(t))-  1 dt < oo or = oo. 
Let us now establish a result of joint convergence for the finite dimensional 
marginal laws of Xt and ~.  
Corollary 5. Let q ~ t~* and O < rl < ... < rq < ~, Then as t ~ o~ the vector 
(X,,t .. . .  ,Xrqt, t a JV'~,, . . . , t  1JV'~qt) converges in law to p®q®(cgr,,...,cg,~), where 
cd is a Cauchy process of parameter ~. 
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Proof. The joint convergence of the t- IJffr, t's is almost immediate from the proof of 
Theorem 1, but the present proof needs ome more care. Let us decompose it into four 
steps. 
Step 1. We show 
n: [H:x. ' (fo X(1 - , , )"  ZO - / z ( f )  • E (Zt) , O, (11) 
t---~ O0 
for all a ~ (0, 1), all processes Z, bounded in Lz(P), and all f ~ L2(/~). 
Indeed, the absolute value of the expression in (11) is not greater than 
E i/u [Ex., ( i f°X(1-,),  -p( f )12]  • Ex/2(lZ, l)Z 
= E i/2 [exoP, ' ([P(1 - ,o , f -  ~( f )12)]  "11 Z, II ~. 
Moreover, since Pl (x, .) is continuous and tends to 0 at infinity for each x ~ M, we 
conclude that Pl (x,.) is bounded and that 
exP, P, , - i  (I P .  - . ) , f -  H(f)I s) II p. (x,.)ll ~ HP~,-1 (I P(1 - ~),f-- kt(f)I s) 
= Ilpa(x,.)ll~ I IP(1-=,f -  p(f)ll~ ~< Ilpx(x,.)ll~ Ilfll~ exp( -2(1 - ~)tAx), 
where 21 is the first positive eigenvalue of - L .  We conclude by dominated conver- 
gence if f is bounded, and extend (11) to all f in L z in the usual way. 
Step 2: 
t2, := {~[,0q > t} w {~[o,/,]< t} .... , O, for ~ fixed in (0, 1). (12) 
t~oo 
Indeed we notice that z~¢, < t < ~+~. < ~2+~, and thus that 
(~¢t)-i z~¢, < t(d,)  -1 < (1 + ~¢,)-1~i+~,(1 + (~¢,)- 1) 
<(2 + ~)-2z2+~, (1 + 2(~¢,)- 1). 
This, with Lemma 7, implies that almost surely 
lim sup (k/k <<. lim sup Zk/k <~ 1/0 <<. liminf (k/k <~ liminf zk/k, 
k- -*  oo k - - *  oo k ~ oo k ~ oo 
whence the almost sure convergence as k ~ oo of Zk/k and (k/k towards 1/0. 
Step 3: Set for all t~ > O: 
[a t ]  
4,,@ = t - '  Y, q,j. 
j= l  
We prove 
lim lim sup I tF(Z," exp(ict- iX,)) - E(Z~" exp(icq~,(O'))) I = O, (13) 
0 '~0 t - - *~ 
for all real c and all processes Zt bounded in L 2 (P). 
Indeed the proof of Lemma 8 shows that for all t /> 0 
lim sup P(I4),(O) - 4),(0')1 > t/) ~< P(inf{s > OI IC~I > t/} ~< I0 - 0'1), 
t--* oo 
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and the proof of Theorem 1 shows that 
lim P(lt- l .A:t - ~b,(0)l > t/) = 0. 
t~oo 
Whence 
lira l imsup ~( [ t - iY , -  dp,(O')l > ~1) = O. 
0' ~0 t~oo 
Hence, using that 
I IF (Z,. exp (ict- x JVt) - ~_ (Z,. exp (ic~bt (0'))) I
~< Ic1,7 IIZ, II2 + 2 IIZ, I Izp' /2( I t -~,  -q~,(0') l  > ,1), 
we deduce that for any t /> 0 the left term of (13) is not greater than Iclqsup, II 7/,tl2. 
Step 4: Fix cl ..... cq 6 ~, and set Y:(a) = exp(icjc~t(arj)). For A and B real depend- 
ing on ct and t, we write A -~ B when 
l iml imsup IA - BI = 0. 
Fix fx, ... ,fq in L2(/t), and set 
q 
Fqt(O) = 1-I Y/(O)L°X,,,. 
j= l  
Using (13), we have to show exactly that 
~_(Fqt (O)) ~- (j=FIl #(f~) ). E ( exp ( i ~= l CJCg~j) ). (14) 
Now we have 
~_(Fq~(O)) ~- E(FT-~(ct20) • Y~q(ct20).fqoX,q, • lac by (12) and (13) 
arqt 
~_ E(Ftq -~ (ct20) • Ytq(a20) • la;,, " Ex=,, (fq °X  0 - ~),,,)) 
since Y:(a) e ~-:~,,, 
-~ #(fq)" ~(Ft q- i (a20)- Ytq(a20)) 
q 
by (12), (11) since IIF~-I(0)II 2 -o I-I ~( f2 )  
j= l  
~- I~(fq)" lZ(F,q-i(0) • Yq,(O)) by (13). 
If q = 1, we can now conclude with Lemma 6. And if q > 1, we set 
Y~-~(a) = exp(i(cq_~ + cq)4a~(arq_~), lT/(a) = Y~(a) i f j  < q - l, 
and 
q-1  
P,~-'(0) = 1-I L~(0)L ° x , : .  
./=1 
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Splitting Yq(O) in two parts and applying (13) again, we get 
~_ (F q 1 (0)" Y~(O)) "~ Y_ (fit q-1 (0)" exp (icq((b,(Or~) - -  ~) t (Orq_  i/a)))) 
( ~-E(ff~-~(O)'l~;~,'~_x~,~,,,,~ exp icqt -1 ~ q~j 
j= l  
~- l:(fftq- 1(0)). l:(exp (icq(C~ - ~ ~))), 
where we used (12) and Lemma 6. This proves (14) by induction on q. [] 
Remark 6. Corollary 5 (with q = 1) shows that in the proof of Corollary 3 we had in 
fact 
lim P~/'f(x) =/~(f )e  -Icle for all f in L2(#). 
t---~ O0 
Remark 7. The preceding results (Theorem 1and Corollaries 1-6) remain valid i fM is 
allowed to have a boundary t?M not intersecting 2', and if X is the diffusion with 
generator L and with reflecting boundary. (So # is still the invariant probability 
measure of X.) 
Indeed, we may impose that 2e < p (Ae, t?M), and for (i) of the proof of Lemma 2 we 
may restrict ourselves to M, := {p(., OM) ~> e}. Lastly the formula of Remark 1 is used 
then only in Ae=, and U may be taken to be null near t?M. 
Finally let us return to the case when a closed 1-form coj giving the exact winding 
about ~ j  (introduced in Corollary 1) is well defined, for example when M is compact 
and f f  is a boundary, or when M = ~', as in the Section 5 (in which case 
e)j = H~j + H). 
Lemma 9. (o91, ..., coK) is a basis of H I (~C) /H I (M) .  
Proof. The exactness of the sequence 
Hcn-  2 ( ,~)  __). H n - 1 ( ,~c)  ~ H n - 1 (M) ~ H~- ~(~f) = 0 
shows that 
dim(H~'- 1(.Lfc)) ~< dim(H~'- l(M)) + dim(H~-2(~)). 
Now we have by the Poincar5 duality and since &f is oriented: 
H~-l (&f  c) "~ H'(&fc), H~-2(& a) ~ H°(~ a) ~ lie K and H'~- ' (M) "~ H i (M) ,  
whence dim(HI(ACe)) ~< dim(HI(M)) + K. Lastly (col, ..., ~or) is free in Hl (~c) /  
H ~ (M) since each e)j is not exact only about Afj. [] 
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We will now establish that the winding forms cot allow the asymptotic evaluation of 
a large class of singular stochastic line integrals. 
Definition 7. (a) Let U be the vector space of C 2 1-forms on 5¢ c which are closed near 
L~ and such that 6co and co(VF) are in L~(/z). 
(b) For co in V, let ~j(co) be the residue of co about 5°s, that is to say ~j(co) = ~,jco, 
where yj is a little loop around 5¢j such that ~jco~ = 6~j and ~j H = 0. 
Using Lemma 9 and applying Lemma 1 to to -  y,~= 1 ~j(CO) COj, we  deduce from 
Corollaries 1, 2 and 5: 
Theorem 2. For each co in ~,  under P or P~,x, the finite dimensional marginal laws of 
the processes u ~ t-  1 ~t co(X) converge, as t -~ ~,  to those of the Cauchy process with 
parameter x Yu=x I~j(o9)l~. 
Remark 8. Corollaries 3and 4 also admit a version where r- 1 U is replaced by co ~ ~.  
For Corollary 3, we thus get 
K 
LC=-L - i c (co ,  V)+c2Lcol2/2 and lim2o/ICl = ~ I~(co)lf~- 
c~O j= l  
t For Corollary 4, we get the same result with ~ replaced by ~o co(X), assuming that at 
least one gj(co) is not null. 
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